
 

 

Syrian Families Refugee Programme: Volunteer Role Description 

Role:  

 You will provide the opportunity for members of the Syrian Refugee families to practise 

speaking English  

 You may support family members to access social and leisure activities of their interest 

 You may support Syrian family members to attend appointments. 

How & why:  

The Syrian families are eager to improve their English language skills for a diverse range of reasons; 

some are unable to gain employment in their area of expertise because they struggle with the 

language, many wish to play a more active part in their community or want to give their children the 

best chances that they can and others hope to attend college or university. You can help learners to 

achieve their goals and make a real difference to them, their families & their lives. 

Learners attend regular, tutor led sessions, organised by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar but are unable to 

practise in between classes and as a result, may progress slowly. By ‘Buddying up’ with a Learner to 

do agreed, everyday activities such as shopping, going for a coffee, a walk or getting involved in an 

event or leisure activity, the learner will be able to listen to the vocabulary you use and practise 

suitable words themselves. Simply by speaking to each other, you will help them to improve their 

spoken English. 

The Syrian Families also require support to familiarise themselves with accessing services (such as 

medical appointments, educational appointments and other services). A Buddy is central in 

supporting the family member to be accustomed to the how services are delivered within the islands 

and how best to access them. 

Person specification:  

Skills/Knowledge/Abilities Essential 

Particular skills & abilities Ability to speak fluent English 
 
Ability to organise & plan. 

Personal Qualities Flexibility 
Enthusiasm 
Reliability 
An interest in other people & cultures 
A positive attitude 

Additional related requirements  Ideally available for a minimum of 2 hours per 
week over a 6 month period  

 


